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Franklin Drive-Thru Safari

Ann put together               
another fun trip.

Minh transported  everyone 
there and back safely.



After a stop at Buc-ee’s,                               
we arrived, ready to tour!



The gift shop had many animals 
on display, including tortoises, a 

HUGE lizard, and two animals  
who preferred to nap during our 

visit – a sloth and a pet dog.



Outside, while waiting for the drive-thru 
to begin, there were many animals to see, 

including exotic birds, otters, spider 
monkeys, giraffes, and cute piglets!



Our tour guide was very knowledgeable,  
as well as entertaining!

The very large dog with one blue eye and 
one brown eye seemed to enjoy the tour 

as much as we did, while keeping                      
our bus driver company.

Many of the animals in the preserve have 
been surrendered by owners who could no 
longer care for them.  Other animals  were 

welcomed after being rejected by zoos 
that considered them unsuitable              

for their facility.                 

We were given “never-ending” plastic cups 
of feed pellets from large buckets,             

to enjoy feeding the animals                           
as much as we wanted.

We were warned that sometimes pouring 
feed pellets into an animal’s mouth might 
result in some going in their nose.  If that 
happened (and it did), the animal simply 
blows the food back out in our direction.  

Sometimes that food ends up on the 
person feeding it (and it did)!

The animal preserve is large, 
over 100 acres.  At least 1,000 

animals inhabit it, many 
considered exotic.

On our 90-minute tour by 
yellow school bus, we saw 

many of them.

The animals we fed on our tour are 
considered grazing animals.          

Our tour guide explained that 
between the car and bus tours, plus 

the daily food given by the staff, 
that the amount of food is 

calculated so that these grazing 
animals are not overfed                         

or underfed. 
As they walked alongside the bus,   
it was clear that these animals also 

got their daily exercise!



Food truck   
is here!

Yum yum!      
I’m coming as 
fast as I can!

The animals go on alert 
when any kind of vehicle 

begins the drive-thru.         
They immediately start 

gathering and following the 
vehicle, hoping for                   

hand-outs.
They know the yellow school 

bus has lots of people, so 
lots of hand-outs!









Some of the animals can only be 
observed in pens on the tour, 

and not fed, such as the 
tortoises and prairie dogs,             

who happily co-exist.

To the left, two young bucks 
decide to lock horns.  Is it a 

“food fight”, or…?



Near the end of the driving tour, the bus crossed over a safari-style cattle guard,                                     
leaving the water buffalo and her best friend behind.



With a few minutes to spare 
before departing the safari,    
a visit to some monkeys was 

enjoyable.  The monkey to the 
left was particularly 

entertaining, emitting a 
drawn-out high-pitched howl.  

No, it was not a howling 
monkey, but it didn’t seem         

to know that!



The last stop before heading 
home was the Cotton Patch Café

for a nice lunch.


